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Introduction

In today's data-driven world, effective data
visualization is crucial for informed decision-
making.
Significance of visualization in understanding
complex data
Handling Large datasets is a tedious tasks and
takes a lot of time using current technologies



Problem Statement
Limitations of traditional web technologies:
"Visualizing complex data using HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript can be limiting, especially when dealing
with data-intensive applications."
Performance bottlenecks: "As datasets grow in size,
rendering speed becomes a concern, often leading
to slower load times and interactions."
Limited interactivity: "Traditional approaches
struggle to provide seamless interactions and
animations, hindering the ability to explore and
analyze data effectively.



Proposed Solution

Benefits of WebGPU: "WebGPU empowers our tool with
the capability to leverage modern GPUs, resulting in
accelerated rendering, enhanced performance, and
smoother interactions."

Versatility in visualization: "Our tool supports an array of
dynamic visualizations, ranging from interactive graphs
and charts to represent large datasets"

We propose an innovative solution that harnesses the power of
WebGPU technology to address the challenges of data
visualization on the web.



Business
Aspects



Our solution targets a diverse audience including
businesses, organizations, professionals, analysts,
and decision-makers who rely on data insights for
informed choices.

The data visualization industry is experiencing
substantial growth, driven by the increasing need
for data-driven insights across various sectors.

 
 

Target Audience &
Market Analysis



Industries such as finance, healthcare, marketing,
and logistics can benefit immensely from our
advanced data visualization capabilities.

By integrating cutting-edge WebGPU technology,
we position ourselves to deliver superior
performance and a competitive edge in the
market.

Relevance across industries: 

Competitive edge:
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Subscription Plans

MonthlyMonthly
BasisBasis

CreditCredit
BasedBased

EnterpriseEnterprise
BasedBased



Create a web-based data visualization tool
Creation of interactive charts and graphs.
Containing a variety of data sources
Integrating Backend
Deploying

Process



We've explored the challenges of data visualization on
traditional web technologies and the exciting potential
offered by WebGPU.
Our innovative data visualization tool powered by WebGPU
addresses these challenges, providing enhanced
performance, versatility, and customization.
Can help data analysts and organizations, PHD scholars
doing research in ML.

Conclusion


